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AAFES  SEE  ARMY AND AIR FORCE EXCHANGE SERVICE (AAFES)

ABLE SENTRY  SEE  OPERATION ABLE SENTRY

ABORTION

Military abortions overseas: Still rare. Sep. 5, 1994 p. 18
Pentagon pens rules on abortion. May 23, 1994 p. 10

ABRAMS MBT (TANK)

Army M1A1 tanks to Marines. Mar. 28, 1994 p. 23
Tank production faces $100-million gap. Nov. 21, 1994 p. 33

AC-130H ( AIRCRAFT ) -- ACCIDENTS


ACCIDENTS -- CHILE

U.S. soldier lost off Chilean coast. Aug. 29, 1994 p. 2

ACCIDENTS -- EL SALVADOR

Grenade blast kills Army officer. Apr. 18, 1994 p. 2

ACCIDENTS -- SAUDI ARABIA

Saudi accident claims one soldier. Nov. 14, 1994 p. 2

ACQUISITIONS STREAMLINING ACT

Law lifts restrictions on civilian jobs. Nov. 21, 1994 p. 32

ACTIVE DUTY DEPENDENTS DENTAL PLAN

U.S.-bound folks lose dental fight. Aug. 8, 1994 p. 26
ACTS  SEE  ADVANCED COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE (ACTS)

ADVANCED COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE (ACTS)

Visits home via video.  Nov. 7, 1994 p. 26

ADVANCED FIELD ARTILLERY SYSTEM (AFAS)

Comanche, AFAS systems advance.  Jul. 18, 1994 p. 2
Dwindling cash pits Comanche, AFAS.  Oct. 24, 1994 p. 33
Next howitzer a boost to savings, power.  Mar. 21, 1994 p. 34

ADVANCED NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICER COURSE (ANCOC)

NCO school selection revised.  Oct. 17, 1994 p. 3
Over 4,500 slated for Advanced NCO Course.  Mar. 7, 1994 p. 4

ADVANCED TARGET RADAR JAMMER (ATRJ)

Proposal would block projects with non-allies.  Aug. 22, 1994 p. 27

ADVANCED WARFIGHTING EXPERIMENT OF BATTLEFIELD SYNCHRONIZATION

Crucial exercise tests digital future.  Apr. 18, 1994 p. 30
Desert trials (Cover Story).  May 2, 1994 p. 12

AFAS  SEE  ADVANCED FIELD ARTILLERY SYSTEM (AFAS)

AFRC  SEE  ARMED FORCES RECREATION CENTER (AFRC)

AGENT ORANGE

End is near for Agent Orange aid program.  May 30, 1994 p. 24
Vets ask top court to take a look at Agent Orange case.  Feb. 21, 1994 p. 25

AGS  SEE  ARMORED GUN SYSTEM (AGS)
AH-64 (HELICOPTER)
Panel hits Army on aviation programs. Aug. 8, 1994 p. 11

AH-64 (HELICOPTER) -- ACCIDENTS -- FORT HOOD, TX
Apache fuel mishap injures six soldiers. Apr. 25, 1994 p. 32

AH-64D (HELICOPTER) -- NAVY
Navy seeks Army copters for combat punch. May 16, 1994 p. 36

AIDS (DISEASE) -- GERMANY
So far, German AIDS scare just that. Jan. 10, 1994 p. 23

AIDS (DISEASE) -- MILITARY DISCHARGE
Dornan: 'I'm going to win'. Mar. 28, 1994 p. 4
House OKs measure to oust those HIV-infected. May 23, 1994 p. 8

AIR BAG RESTRAINT SYSTEM -- HELICOPTERS
In your face: Cockpit air bags for copters. May 9, 1994 p. 2

AIR DEFENSE SYSTEMS
Air defense plans face budget realities. Aug. 15, 1994 p. 27

AIRBORNE STANDOFF MINEFIELD DETECTION SYSTEM (ASTAMIDS)
Army uses drones, vehicles to aid minesweeping. Nov. 21, 1994 p. 33

AIRCRAFT -- ACCIDENTS -- FORT HOOD, TX
Apache fuel mishap injures six soldiers. Apr. 25, 1994 p. 32

AIRCRAFT -- ACCIDENTS -- KENYA

AIRCRAFT -- ACCIDENTS -- POPE AIR FORCE BASE, NC
AIRCRAFT--ACCIDENTS--POPE AIR FORCE BASE, NC (Continued)
Controller error tied to Pope catastrophe. Jul. 11, 1994 p. 10
Controller error tied to Pope crash. Jun. 27, 1994 p. 11
Did fuel worsen Pope toll? Apr. 18, 1994 p. 3
Driving on (Cover Story). Apr. 11, 1994 p. 12
Fiery crash spawns heroic acts. Apr. 4, 1994 p. 3
Fuel used in N.C. crash has a fatal history. Apr. 11, 1994 p. 11

AIRCRAFT--ACCIDENTS--SOMALIA

AIRLINES--FREQUENT Flier POINTS
First class travel gets ax. May 16, 1994 p. 9

AMERASIANS
A wartime bond lost, then found. Jun. 27, 1994 p. 22

AMMUNITION
Despite funding hike, ammo stock faces decay. Aug. 1, 1994 p. 30

AMSC SEE ARMY MANAGEMENT STAFF COLLEGE (AMSC)

ANCOC SEE ADVANCED NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICER COURSE (ANCOC)

ANIMAL EXPERIMENTATION
Torture or research? Animal activists challenge labs. May 2, 1994 p. 19

ANNUAL LEAVE SEE CIVIL SERVICE--ANNUAL LEAVE
APACHE  SEE  AH-64 (HELICOPTER)

APPOINTMENTS AND ASSIGNMENTS--OFFICERS--RESERVE COMPONENTS
Think again: Reserve tours not bad for careers. Apr. 11, 1994 p. 4

ARCIS  SEE  ARMY COMPANY INFORMATION SYSTEM (ARCIS)

ARCOM  SEE  ARMY RESERVE COMMAND (ARCOM)

ARDENNES, BATTLE OF THE, 1944-45

ARMED FORCES RECREATION CENTER (AFRC)--APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES
Misused funds endanger rec center. Mar. 28, 1994 p. 21

ARMED FORCES--APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES
Army budget outlook grim. Mar. 7, 1994 p. 6
Budget Blues: Army takes 7% trim in '95 spending plan. Feb. 21, 1994 p. 16
Secretaries: Don't take troops for granted. Mar. 21, 1994 p. 17

ARMED FORCES--MORALE
Service members: Cuts fill ranks with uncertainty. May 2, 1994 p. 11

ARMED FORCES--OVERSEAS--STATISTICS
Limits eased on number of troops overseas. Aug. 29, 1994 p. 6

ARMED FORCES--QUALITY OF LIFE
Deutch weighs 'life' package. Oct. 24, 1994 p. 28
ARMED FORCES--QUALITY OF LIFE (Continued)

Quality of life to be personnel chief's new priority. Feb. 28, 1994 p. 11


ARMED FORCES--REORGANIZATION

Pentagon plans for 'revolution'. Jun. 6, 1994 p. 30

ARMED FORCES--ROLES AND MISSIONS


Air Force moves to pluck Army, Navy out of space. Oct. 24, 1994 p. 34

Army takes the offensive against AF mission grab. Dec. 5, 1994 p. 37

Beyond roles and missions. Oct. 17, 1994 p. 20


Make plan, then make peace. Feb. 14, 1994 p. 26

Military overlap gets another airing on Hill. Mar. 21, 1994 p. 16

Roles panel will focus on the tough issues. Sep. 26, 1994 p. 18

Unorthodox missions eyed to curb weapons. Jul. 25, 1994 p. 27

ARMOR, BODY

Did body armor repel RPG hit? Mar. 7, 1994 p. 30

Innovations to change clothing, food. Jan. 3, 1994 p. 33

ARMOR, BODY SEE ALSO BODY ARMOR SET INDIVIDUAL COUNTERMINE (BASIC)

ARMORED GUN SYSTEM (AGS)

Army pushes armored gun despite budget woes. Apr. 4, 1994 p. 34

New gun packs a punch. May 9, 1994 p. 30

ARMORED SECURITY VEHICLE (ASV)
ARMORED SECURITY VEHICLE (ASV) (Continued)

Decision nears on triservice vehicle. Mar. 28, 1994 p. 26

ARMORED VEHICLES--RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

Decision nears on triservice vehicle. Mar. 28, 1994 p. 26

ARMS CONTROL

Arms curbs succeed. Feb. 21, 1994 p. 31

ARMY AND AIR FORCE EXCHANGE SERVICE (AAFES)

AAFES credit rates rise. Sep. 12, 1994 p. 23
AAFES to tighten credit. Apr. 25, 1994 p. 26
Bikes sold in exchanges recalled for seat clamps. Aug. 22, 1994 p. 21
Congress mulls commissary-PX mergers. Jul. 11, 1994 p. 22
Exchange users satisfied. Nov. 14, 1994 p. 27

ARMY BURN CENTER, FORT SAM HOUSTON, TX

Victims battle for life. Apr. 4, 1994 p. 9

ARMY CLUB SYSTEM

Army clubs (Cover Story). Dec. 26, 1994 p. 10

ARMY COMPANY INFORMATION SYSTEM (ARCIS)

Computer 'clerks' arrive at company level. Apr. 11, 1994 p. 6
System tracks fitness, training. Jul. 11, 1994 p. 4

ARMY FAMILY TEAM BUILDING (PROGRAM)

'Teams' span information gap. Jul. 11, 1994 p. 20
Army to make families more self-reliant. Jan. 3, 1994 p. 28

ARMY MANAGEMENT STAFF COLLEGE (AMSC), FORT BELVOIR, VA
ARMY MANAGEMENT STAFF COLLEGE (AMSC), FORT BELVOIR, VA (Continued)

Belvoir courses expand. Jul. 11, 1994 p. 6

ARMY PEACEKEEPING INSTITUTE SEE PEACEKEEPING INSTITUTE, CARLISLE, PA

ARMY RESERVE COMMAND (ARCOM)--INVESTIGATIONS

Officer cleared at 63d ARCOM. May 16, 1994 p. 26
Ousted colonel keeps fighting. Feb. 28, 1994 p. 16

ARMY RESERVE COMMAND (ARCOM)--REORGANIZATION

Plan is drawn for reserve realignment. Aug. 1, 1994 p. 26

ARMY SERVICE SCHOOL REENLISTMENT OPTION

Learn to say 'at ease' in French. Jan. 31, 1994 p. 6

ARMY TACTICAL MISSILE SYSTEM (ATACMS)

ATACMS, Comanche star in exercise (Special Report). Nov. 28, 1994 p. 22

ARMY--APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES

Army budget in for a boost from Pentagon. Sep. 26, 1994 p. 2
Cuts stun commands. Sep. 5, 1994 p. 26

ARMY--FORECASTING

Making the leap (Special Report). Nov. 21, 1994 p. 14
The troops of 2020. Nov. 21, 1994 p. 34

ARMY--QUALITY OF LIFE

$2.7 billion for people programs. Nov. 21, 1994 p. 3
ARMY--QUALITY OF LIFE--ENLISTED PERSONNEL

Singled out: Jr. enlisteds claim concerns passed by. Nov. 7, 1994 p. 24

ARMY--QUALITY OF LIFE--GERMANY


ARMY--ROLES AND MISSIONS

Army defends turf in missions hassle. Sep. 26, 1994 p. 18


ARMY--TEN DIVISION PLAN

Army hints at shape of 10-division plan. Feb. 28, 1994 p. 3

ARTILLERY SEE ALSO ADVANCED FIELD ARTILLERY SYSTEM (AFAS)

ARTILLERY SEE ALSO FIELD ARTILLERY

ARTILLERY--RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

Army, Marine Corps hold artillery talks. Jan. 17, 1994 p. 31

ASTAMIDS SEE AIRBORNE STANDOFF MINEFIELD DETECTION SYSTEM (ASTAMIDS)

ASV SEE ARMORED SECURITY VEHICLE (ASV)

ATACMS SEE ARMY TACTICAL MISSILE SYSTEM (ATACMS)

ATLANTIC RESOLVE 94


ATOMIC VETS SEE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF ATOMIC VETERANS

ATRJ SEE ADVANCED TARGET RADAR JAMMER (ATRJ)
AWARDS, MILITARY--SOMALIA


Two victims of Somalia firefight to get Medal of Honor. May 30, 1994 p. 15

AWARDS, MILITARY--SOMALIA--RANGERS

Recognizing the heroes of Somalia. Apr. 11, 1994 p. 8

AWARDS, MILITARY--SOMALIA--REGISTERS

List of soldiers honored for deeds in Somalia. Apr. 11, 1994 p. 10

AWARDS, MILITARY--SOMALIA--SPECIAL FORCES

Fort Campbell soldiers told Somalia service has written 'chapter in history of warfare'. Apr. 11, 1994 p. 8

BALANCED BUDGET AMENDMENT

Amendment's defeat holds mixed fate for defense funds. Mar. 14, 1994 p. 18

BAQ SEE BASIC ALLOWANCE FOR QUARTERS (BAQ)

BARATZ, MAX

Baratz named to top Reserve post. Mar. 14, 1994 p. 21

BARRACKS AND QUARTERS

Can charging rent lead to better housing? May 23, 1994 p. 3


You have a year to repay security deposit cash. Sep. 19, 1994 p. 11

BARRACKS AND QUARTERS SEE ALSO HOUSING
BARRACKS AND QUARTERS--APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES

Hill gives boost to housing. Aug. 15, 1994 p. 4
Home work. Jul. 11, 1994 p. 8
More space, privacy in new barracks. Apr. 11, 1994 p. 6

BARRACKS AND QUARTERS--CONSTRUCTION

Barracks set for renewal. Feb. 21, 1994 p. 21
Housing, child care get Perry's push. Nov. 21, 1994 p. 20

BARRACKS AND QUARTERS--HAWAII

'Slum' housing in Hawaii triggers fight for control. Jun. 6, 1994 p. 2
Hawaii housing repairs in store. Jun. 27, 1994 p. 2
Trouble in paradise (Special Report). Aug. 1, 1994 p. 16

BARRACKS AND QUARTERS--SOUTH KOREA

Korea: Barracks shortage key to 'unofficial' families. Jan. 10, 1994 p. 4

BAS  SEE  BASIC ALLOWANCE FOR SUBSISTENCE (BAS)

BASIC  SEE  BODY ARMOR SET INDIVIDUAL COUNTERMINE (BASIC)

BASIC ALLOWANCE FOR QUARTERS (BAQ)

Allowances may fund housing plan. Aug. 15, 1994 p. 3
Housing cost help. Nov. 28, 1994 p. 4
Housing money hike possible. Dec. 26, 1994 p. 6
Housing policy leaves many confused. May 9, 1994 p. 20

BASIC ALLOWANCE FOR SUBSISTENCE (BAS)
BASIC ALLOWANCE FOR SUBSISTENCE (BAS) (Continued)

End is near for allowance cuts on deployment. Apr. 18, 1994 p. 3
The paymaster gives it...and takes it away. Aug. 29, 1994 p. 3

BASIC ALLOWANCE FOR SUBSISTENCE (BAS)--HAITI


BASIC NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICER COURSE (BNCOC)

Army to NCOs: You've got to have class. Feb. 14, 1994 p. 6

BASIC TRAINING SEE TRAINING, BASIC

BATTLE BOOKS

These books are made for fighting. Mar. 7, 1994 p. 22

BATTLE DRESS UNIFORM (BDU) SEE UNIFORMS

BATTLE STAFF NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICER COURSE, FORT BLISS, TX

Battle Staff Course: Where it all begins. May 9, 1994 p. 14

BATTLE STAFF NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS

Planning the battle (Cover story). May 9, 1994 p. 14

BATTLEFIELD COMBAT IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM (BCIS)


BCIS SEE BATTLEFIELD COMBAT IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM (BCIS)

BDU SEE UNIFORMS

BECA, EDWARD, 1939-

New Mexican tapped to lead Guard. Apr. 25, 1994 p. 24

BERLIN BRIGADE--DEACTIVATION
BERLIN BRIGADE--DEACTIVATION (Continued)

Berlin Brigade exits to Clinton's praise. Jul. 25, 1994 p. 26

BIDS SEE BIOLOGICAL INTEGRATED DETECTION SYSTEM (BIDS)

BIOLOGICAL INTEGRATED DETECTION SYSTEM (BIDS)

Sensors counter germ war. Sep. 26, 1994 p. 41

BIOLOGICAL WARFARE--VACCINES

Soldiers should be able to just say no. Dec. 26, 1994 p. 2

BIOLOGICAL WEAPONS

Sensors counter germ warfare. Sep. 26, 1994 p. 41

Wanted: Biological weapons strategy. Apr. 11, 1994 p. 30

BIPARTISAN COMMISSION ON ENTITLEMENT AND TAX REFORM

Panel's retired pay cuts would be drastic. Dec. 26, 1994 p. 19

BIT SEE LONGBOW FIRE CONTROL RADAR (FCR) BUILT IN TEST (BIT)

BLACK HAWK SEE UH-60 (HELICOPTER)

BLOOD--TESTING--ARMY AEROMEDICAL CENTER, FORT RUCKER, AL

Toll-free hotline for Lyster blood queries. Nov. 21, 1994 p. 10

BNCOC SEE BASIC NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICER COURSE (BNCOC)

BOARD OF VETERANS' APPEALS

Appealing a disability ruling by VA no harder. Sep. 5, 1994 p. 23

Plan seeks to cut backlog of veteran appeals. Jul. 4, 1994 p. 27


BODY ARMOR SET INDIVIDUAL COUNTERMINE (BASIC)
BODY ARMOR SET INDIVIDUAL COUNTERMINE (BASIC)  (Continued)

Innovations to change clothing, food.  Jan. 3, 1994 p. 33

BODY ARMOR, RANGER  SEE  RANGER BODY ARMOR

BONUS, EXIT

Exit bonus window shuts for more skills.  Nov. 14, 1994 p. 10
Exit bonuses near; more to come.  Sep. 19, 1994 p. 8
Exit-bonus wave washes out RIF.  Feb. 7, 1994 p. 3
Extension no path to exit bonus land.  Jun. 20, 1994 p. 8
In '95, force-out means no bonus.  Sep. 19, 1994 p. 8
More separation incentives on tap.  Oct. 31, 1994 p. 3
Quest for savings leads Army to accelerate exits.  Oct. 10, 1994 p. 3
Ring in new year with more cash.  Oct. 31, 1994 p. 6
Selling an exit bonus illegal.  Aug. 22, 1994 p. 4
Time runs out for 1995 exit programs.  Sep. 5, 1994 p. 6

BONUS, RETENTION

GAO seeks tighter retention bonus rules.  Nov. 14, 1994 p. 11

BOOTS

Innovations to change clothing, food.  Jan. 3, 1994 p. 33

BOSNIA-HERCEGOVINA—CIVIL WAR, 1992-

Bomb to punish Serbs.  May 2, 1994 p. 10

BOSNIA-HERCEGOVINA—CIVIL WAR, 1992—  ---NO FLY ZONE---RULES OF

ENGAGEMENT

No-fly zone rules differ in Iraq, Bosnia.  Apr. 25, 1994 p. 4

BOSNIA-HERCEGOVINA—CIVIL WAR, 1992—  ---AERIAL OPERATIONS
BOSNIA-HERCEGOVINA--CIVIL WAR, 1992-- AERIAL OPERATIONS (Continued)

As airstrikes loom, aid still flows to Bosnians. Feb. 28, 1994 p. 8

BOSNIA-HERCEGOVINA--CIVIL WAR, 1992-- INTELLIGENCE

U.S. feeds intel to Bosnia peacekeepers. Feb. 14, 1994 p. 3

BOSNIA-HERCEGOVINA--CIVIL WAR, 1992-- NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION (NATO)

NATO wants lead of Bosnia withdrawal. Dec. 19, 1994 p. 8
NATO's Bosnia threat labeled a bluff. Jan. 24, 1994 p. 28
United Nation's mission in Bosnia gets passing grade. May 23, 1994 p. 26

BOSNIA-HERCEGOVINA--CIVIL WAR, 1992-- OPERATIONS OTHER THAN WAR (OOTW)

Caught in the crossfire. Mar. 28, 1994 p. 3
Larger chutes are under way for Bosnian aid airdrops. Feb. 14, 1994 p. 4
Portable ration finds uses beyond battlefield. May 30, 1994 p. 30
World is their drop zone. Apr. 11, 1994 p. 18

BOSS LIFT

Boss goes on a field trip. Jun. 13, 1994 p. 28

BOTTOM UP REVIEW

Bottom-up review misses bottom line. Sep. 19, 1994 p. 36
Budget office: Bottom-up force plan can work. Mar. 28, 1994 p. 8

BREYER, STEPHEN G., 1939--
BREYER, STEPHEN G., 1939- (Continued)

Breyer shows limited record on military cases. May 30, 1994 p. 21

BRIGADE 96 SEE BRIGADE XXI

BRIGADE XXI

Digital kit to get '97 field test. Nov. 22, 1994 p. 35

BUDGET, MILITARY SEE ARMED FORCES--APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES

BUILT IN TEST (BIT) SEE LONGBOW FIRE CONTROL RADAR (FCR) BUILT IN TEST (BIT)

BULGE, BATTLE OF THE SEE ARDENNES, BATTLE OF THE 1944-45

BURN CENTER SEE ARMY BURN CENTER, FORT SAM HOUSTON, TX

BUYOUT (EMPLOYMENT) SEE CIVIL SERVICE--SEVERANCE PAY

BXMARTS

Congress mulls commissary-PX mergers. Jul. 11, 1994 p. 22


C-17 (AIRCRAFT)


C-17A (AIRCRAFT)

Airborne chief gives C-17A his blessing. Jun. 27, 1994 p. 27

C2 SEE COMMAND AND CONTROL (C2) SYSTEMS

C3 SEE COMMAND, CONTROL AND COMMUNICATIONS (C3) SYSTEMS
CAC SEE COMBINED ARMS CENTER (CAC), FORT LEAVENWORTH, KS

CALL UP AUTHORITY SEE DEFENSE DEPARTMENT--SECRETARIES--CALL UP AUTHORITY

CAREER FIELDS--STATISTICS

Where are soldiers? Nov. 21, 1994 p. 46

CAREER MAPS--RESERVE COMPONENTS


CAREER PATHS--ENLISTED PERSONNEL

Tracking your career (Cover Story). Oct. 10, 1994 p. 36

CAREER PATHS--OFFICERS

As officer cuts end, uncertainty begins (Special Report). Dec. 26, 1994 p. 20

CAREER SATISFACTION SEE JOB SATISFACTION

CARL SEE COMBINED ARMS RESEARCH LIBRARY (CARL), FORT LEAVENWORTH, KS

CAS3 SEE COMBINED ARMS AND SERVICES STAFF SCHOOL (CAS3), FORT LEAVENWORTH, KS

CASCOM SEE COMBINED ARMS SUPPORT COMMAND (CASCOM)

CASCUBE (CAS3) SEE COMBINED ARMS AND SERVICES STAFF SCHOOL (CAS3)

CATEGORY B FLIGHT

Overseas moves: Good and bad news. Oct. 10, 1994 p. 23

CATEGORY Y FLIGHT
CATEGORY Y FLIGHT (Continued)

Overseas moves: Good and bad news. Oct. 10, 1994 p. 23

CCTT SEE CLOSE COMBAT TACTICAL TRAINER (CCTT)

CEMETARIES, NATIONAL--BURIAL

One last paper shuffle. May 9, 1994 p. 18

CEMETARIES--FORT HUACHUCA, AZ--OIL

Huachuca's oil traces remain untraced. Aug. 1, 1994 p. 11

CENTER FOR SECURITY STUDIES SEE GEORGE C. MARSHALL EUROPEAN CENTER FOR SECURITY STUDIES, GARMISCH, GERMANY

CFP SEE RESERVE COMPONENTS--CONTINGENCY FORCE POOL (CFP)

CHAIN TEACHING PROGRAM

The latest on who stays and who goes. Sep. 12, 1994 p. 3

CHAMPUS

CHAMPUS billing law backfires. Nov. 7, 1994 p. 25
Doctors balk at CHAMPUS. Oct. 10, 1994 p. 28
More time to file health claims. Jan. 17, 1994 p. 2

CHAMPUS EXTRA--INVESTIGATIONS

CHAMPUS contracts investigated. Jan. 10, 1994 p. 18

CHAMPUS PRIME--INVESTIGATIONS

CHAMPUS contracts investigated. Jan. 10, 1994 p. 18

CHAMPUS--FRAUD
CHAMPUS--FRAUD  (Continued)

Eye doctor charged in fraud case. Apr. 11, 1994 p. 22
Hospital workers convicted in scam. Sep. 19, 1994 p. 26

CHAMPUS--LAW AND LEGISLATION

CHAMPUS billing law backfires. Nov. 7, 1994 p. 25
CHAMPUS law backfires on family members. Sep. 19, 1994 p. 28

CHAMPUS--MENTAL HEALTH CARE--INVESTIGATIONS


CHAMPUS--OVERSEAS TOURS

See a foreign doctor - for free. Sep. 5, 1994 p. 18

CHAMPUS--RULES AND REGULATIONS

CHAMPUS cuts hit providers. Jul. 4, 1994 p. 28
Treatment restrictions still not spelled out. Jan. 10, 1994 p. 23

CHAMPUS--VETERANS HOSPITALS

More bang for its health buck. Dec. 12, 1994 p. 28

CHAPLAIN CORPS

From celebrant to confidant (Branch Profile). Jan. 17, 1994 p. 12
Soul searching...and serving. Aug. 8, 1994 p. 6

CHARGE CARDS--CIVIL SERVICE  SEE  INDIVIDUAL GOVERNMENT CHARGE CARD PROGRAM

CHARGE CARDS--COMMISSARIES  SEE  COMMISSARIES--CHARGE CARDS
CHARGE CARDS--MILITARY PERSONNEL  SEE  INDIVIDUAL GOVERNMENT CHARGE CARD PROGRAM

CHEMICAL WEAPONS CONVENTION (CWC)

Chemical arms treaty waits for Senate vote.  Oct. 31, 1994 p. 28
Defense chiefs back weapons pact.  Aug. 29, 1994 p. 2
Disposal hampers CWC.  May 16, 1994 p. 36

CHEMICAL WEAPONS--DISPOSAL

Chemical arms disposal plan raises fears.  Nov. 14, 1994 p. 35
Disposal hampers CWC.  May 16, 1994 p. 36

CHILD ABUSE

Military retirees may be targeted in abuse cases.  Oct. 3, 1994 p. 24

CHILD CARE HOMES

Drop-in care doldrums.  Apr. 11, 1994 p. 20

CHILD CARE HOMES  SEE ALSO  DAY CARE CENTERS

CHILD SUPPORT  SEE  SUPPORT (DOMESTIC RELATIONS)

CHIROPRACTORS

Chiropractic care likely to be offered at 10 sites.  Sep. 5, 1994 p. 16

CIGARETTES


CITADEL, CHARLESTON, SC

Citadel rallies to protect ROTC program.  Oct. 10, 1994 p. 2
CIVIL SERVICE--ANNUAL LEAVE
Realignment may spawn unlimited yearly leave. Mar. 7, 1994 p. 17

CIVIL SERVICE--ARMY
Civilians, soldiers to be more alike. Jan. 10, 1994 p. 11

CIVIL SERVICE--JOB EXCHANGE PROGRAM
Job-swap plan off to a slow start. Mar. 21, 1994 p. 29

CIVIL SERVICE--MILITARY BILLETS
From uniforms to civvies. Nov. 7, 1994 p. 18

CIVIL SERVICE--MILITARY EMPLOYMENT
The people game: Hit or miss. Apr. 4, 1994 p. 12

CIVIL SERVICE--OVERSEAS ALLOWANCE--TAXATION
20,000 due tax refunds for overseas service. Jan. 17, 1994 p. 28

CIVIL SERVICE--PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATION--LAW AND LEGISLATION
Federal workers warned on representing outside groups. Sep. 12, 1994 p. 16

CIVIL SERVICE--PROMOTIONS--RULES AND REGULATIONS
Dorn: Top jobs must enhance diversity. Sep. 26, 1994 p. 9

CIVIL SERVICE--RETIREES--INCOME TAX--REFUND
Battles for tax refunds rage on. Jan. 17, 1994 p. 16

CIVIL SERVICE--SEVERANCE PAY
Buyout option has complications. Apr. 18, 1994 p. 2
CIVIL SERVICE--SEVERANCE PAY (Continued)
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CIVIL SERVICE--VETERANS PREFERENCE

Target of opportunity: Veterans preference. Jul. 18, 1994 p. 20
White House gives nod to veterans preference. Jul. 18, 1994 p. 20

CIVILIAN EMPLOYEES SEE CIVIL SERVICE

CIVILIAN EMPLOYEES--ARMY SEE CIVIL SERVICE--ARMY

CIVILIAN PERSONNEL POLICIES SEE DEFENSE FIELD ADVISORY SERVICE

CLINTON, HILLARY RODHAM, 1947-


CLOSE COMBAT TACTICAL TRAINER (CCTT)

The one to watch. Jun. 20, 1994 p. 30

CLOTHING--SURPLUS

U.S. stores clothing dating to Truman years. Jun. 13, 1994 p. 32

CLUB SYSTEM SEE ARMY CLUB SYSTEM

COLA SEE COST OF LIVING ADJUSTMENT (COLA)

COMANCHE SEE RAH-66 (HELICOPTER)

COMBAT READINESS

Chiefs look at joint readiness in 21st century. Dec. 12, 1994 p. 4
COMBAT READINESS (Continued)

Meditation won't enhance readiness. Aug. 15, 1994 p. 2

Officials: Repairs rob armed forces of readiness. Mar. 28, 1994 p. 11

Readiness won't come cheaply. Feb. 21, 1994 p. 20

Readiness: Trouble ahead? May 9, 1994 p. 8

Ready forces are little use without ample transportation. May 9, 1994
p. 8

Ready to go? 4 divisions fail in test. Nov. 28, 1994 p. 3

Study belies readiness scare. Apr. 18, 1994 p. 31

COMBINED ARMS AND SERVICES STAFF SCHOOL (CAS3), FORT LEAVENWORTH, KS


High-octane course helps staffs communicate. Oct. 3, 1994 p. 26


School changes ahead. Mar. 21, 1994 p. 10

COMBINED ARMS CENTER (CAC), FORT LEAVENWORTH, KS--REORGANIZATION


COMBINED ARMS COMMAND SEE COMBINED ARMS CENTER (CAC), FORT
LEAVENWORTH, KS

COMBINED ARMS RESEARCH LIBRARY (CARL), FORT LEAVENWORTH, KS

State-of-art education center dedicated. Nov. 21, 1994 p. 17

COMBINED ARMS SUPPORT COMMAND (CASCOM)

Consolidation comes to CASCOM. Feb. 7, 1994 p. 2

COMFORT (SHIP)--HAITI

The Comfort is filling a different role. Oct. 10, 1994 p. 12
COMMAND AND CONTROL (C2) SYSTEMS--SIMULATION TECHNOLOGY

Army chief sets up digitization task force. Jan. 31, 1994 p. 28

COMMAND STRUCTURE

Once more, how many commands do we need? Oct. 24, 1994 p. 34

COMMAND, CONTROL AND COMMUNICATIONS (C3) SYSTEMS

Navy tests system to improve recognition. Sep. 19, 1994 p. 37
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Refinanced mortages can equal big savings. Feb. 14, 1994 p. 22

MOS SEE MILITARY OCCUPATIONAL SPECIALITY (MOS)

MOSQUITOS SEE HAITI--MOSQUITOS
MOVING ALLOWANCE

Moving? There's good news about allowances. Jun 13, 1994 p. 6

MOVING ALLOWANCE--CIVIL SERVICE--TAXATION

Tax problem for military movers old hat for civilians. Apr. 25, 1994 p. 6

MOVING ALLOWANCE--TAXATION

Committees near clash on moving taxes. May 16, 1994 p. 22
Hidden traps in new law. Apr. 18, 1994 p. 8
High-stakes gamble on moving taxes. May 9, 1994 p. 3
Moving taxes erased. May 30, 1994 p. 6
Moving? Expect more grief. Apr. 18, 1994 p. 4
Per diem rule change could ease the tax bite. May 16, 1994 p. 22
Repeal of allowance taxes needs Clinton's help. Apr. 25, 1994 p. 7

MOVING, HOUSEHOLD--COSTS

Pentagon can lose on DITYs. Nov. 7, 1994 p. 9

MOVING, HOUSEHOLD--DAMAGE

Gimme a break: Congress restores two-year limit on broken goods claims.
Aug. 29, 1994 p. 16
Movin' on up.... Nov. 14, 1994 p. 3

MOVING, HOUSEHOLD--TAXATION

Committees near clash on moving taxes. May 16, 1994 p. 22
High-stakes gamble on moving taxes. May 9, 1994 p. 3
Moving expenses now taxable. Apr. 11, 1994 p. 3
Moving taxes erased. May 30, 1994 p. 6
Per diem rule change could ease the tax bite. May 16, 1994 p. 22
MOVING, HOUSEHOLD--WEIGHT LIMIT


MRE SEE MEALS, READY TO EAT (MRE)

MULTIPLE LAUNCH ROCKET SYSTEM (MLRS)

HIMARS test firing called successful. Jan. 17, 1994 p. 31

MURDER--FORT BRAGG, NC

Body identified as missing soldier. Jan. 24, 1994 p. 2
Gone at 21, the promise unfulfilled. Aug. 15, 1994 p. 18
Graves found guilty of murder. Aug. 1, 1994 p. 4
Murder case starts pretrial hearing. Mar. 7, 1994 p. 2

MURDER--GERMANY

Killings darken 11th ACR's final days. Apr. 18, 1994 p. 17

MWR SEE MORALE, WELFARE AND RECREATION (MWR) ACTIVITIES

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF ATOMIC VETERANS


NATIONAL CEMETARIES SEE CEMETARIES, NATIONAL

NATIONAL CIVILIAN COMMUNITY CORPS (NCCC)--DUAL COMPENSATION

Dual-pay rules eased for retirees in NCCC. Sep. 12, 1994 p. 29

NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR EMPLOYER SUPPORT OF THE GUARD AND RESERVE (NCESGR)

Boss goes on a field trip. Jun. 13, 1994 p. 28
NATIONAL FLAT PANEL DISPLAY INITIATIVE
A display that's flat-out better. May 16, 1994 p. 38

NATIONAL MILITARY STRATEGY

NATIONAL PEARL HARBOR REMEMBRANCE DAY
'Remember Pearl Harbor' is now the law. Sep. 19, 1994 p. 24

NATIONAL RECONNAISSANCE OFFICE (NRO)
NRO ignores danger to satellites, ex-CIA man says. Sep. 12, 1994 p. 34

NATIONAL TRAINING CENTER (NTC), FORT IRWIN, CA
Contingency corps leads rotation schedule. Jul. 18, 1994 p. 10
Desert trials (Cover Story). May 2, 1994 p. 12

NATIONAL TRAINING CENTER (NTC), FORT IRWIN, CA--OPPOSING FORCE (OPFOR)

NATO SEE NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION (NATO)

NAVAL HOME, GULFPORT, MS--CONSOLIDATION
Homes merger blasted. Aug. 8, 1994 p. 29

NCCC SEE NATIONAL CIVILIAN COMMUNITY CORPS (NCCC)

NCESGR SEE NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR EMPLOYER SUPPORT OF THE GUARD AND RESERVE (NCESGR)

NCO CLUBS SEE NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICER (NCO) CLUBS

NCOES SEE NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICER EDUCATION SYSTEM (NCOES)

NEVADA STATE MEDAL OF MERIT
NEVADA STATE MEDAL OF MERIT (Continued)


NIXON, RICHARD M., 1913-1994

Army band, Guard help bid Nixon final farewell. May 9, 1994 p. 6

NODONG (MISSILE)


NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICER (NCO) CLUBS

Army clubs (Cover Story). Dec. 26, 1994 p. 10

NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICER EDUCATION SYSTEM (NCOES)

School for stripes (Cover Story). Oct. 17, 1994 p. 14
School spirit: NCO education tunes up. Sep. 26, 1994 p. 4
Senior NCOs call for training shakeup (Cover Story). Nov. 28, 1994 p. 12
Striving for stripes (Cover Story). Mar. 28, 1994 p. 12

NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS (NCO)--VOLUNTARY INDEFINITE STATUS

Career NCO status is delayed. Aug. 15, 1994 p. 8

NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION (NATO)

Consensus can be costly for NATO. Mar. 28, 1994 p. 26
Taxpayers ponder NATO's importance. Feb. 21, 1994 p. 10

NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION (NATO)--COMBINED JOINT TASK FORCES

France, U.S. split on NATO assets use. Jul. 18, 1994 p. 31

NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION (NATO)--EUROPEAN COUNTRIES

NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION (NATO)--MILITARY RELATIONS--RUSSIA
NATO, Russia work on partnership. Jul. 11, 1994 p. 2
Russia jitters spur NATO growth plans. Feb. 21, 1994 p. 10

NORTH KOREA
Hill told war with Korea not imminent. Apr. 4, 1994 p. 23
Pentagon rushes to counter N. Korean rockets. May 30, 1994 p. 31

NORTH KOREA--ARMED FORCES
Korean war remote, but would be bloody. Jan. 3, 1994 p. 16
N. Korean forces assembled near DMZ. Jan. 3, 1994 p. 18
Scenario for a 7-day war, N. Korean style. Jan. 3, 1994 p. 18

NRO  SEE  NATIONAL RECONNAISSANCE OFFICE (NRO)

NTC  SEE  NATIONAL TRAINING CENTER (NTC), FORT IRWIN, CA

NUNN, SAM, 1938-
Two chairmen, two styles. Jan. 31, 1994 p. 11

NURSE CORPS--RULES AND REGULATIONS
Army may drop rule that bars nurses as hospital chiefs. Nov. 7, 1994 p. 8

NUTRITION
Snack between meals...and that's an order! Jul. 18, 1994 p. 32

O'CONNELL, TERRENCE M. 1945-
O'CONNELL, TERRENCE M. 1945-  (Continued)
Role of reserves to grow.  Dec. 26, 1994 p. 16

OBJECTIVE INDIVIDUAL COMBAT WEAPON (OICW)

OES  SEE  OFFICER EDUCATION SYSTEM (OES)

OFFICER CLUBS
Army clubs (Cover Story).  Dec. 26, 1994 p. 10

OFFICER EDUCATION SYSTEM (OES)
School changes ahead.  Mar. 21, 1994 p. 10

OFFICER PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
Post command jobs on board.  Jan. 10, 1994 p. 3

OFFICERS
Study: Officer system flawed.  Oct. 17, 1994 p. 4

OFFICERS--SOCIAL AIDES
Pass the olives, Captain.  Jul. 11, 1994 p. 2

OH-58A (HELICOPTER)--ACCIDENTS
Kiowa helicopter crash kills two.  Feb. 7, 1994 p. 2

OHA  SEE  OVERSEAS HOUSING ALLOWANCE (OHA)

OICW  SEE  OBJECTIVE INDIVIDUAL COMBAT WEAPON (OICW)

OLD GUARD  SEE  THIRD INFANTRY REGIMENT

OOTW  SEE  OPERATIONS OTHER THAN WAR (OOTW)
OPERATION ABLE SENTRY

On the edge (Cover Story). May 23, 1994 p. 12

OPERATION COOKIES

Cookie debate crumbling. Feb. 28, 1994 p. 20

OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991- --CHEMICAL WARFARE

Shelby: Gulf War chemical risks were known. Jan. 31, 1994 p. 4

OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991- --PAY, ALLOWANCES, ETC.--OVERPAYMENT

U.S. may dun some Gulf vets for wartime overpayments. Aug. 1, 1994 p. 8

OPERATION ILL WIND


OPERATION PROVIDE COMFORT

Turkish military said to be using U.S. intelligence to bomb Kurds. Dec. 12, 1994 p. 10

OPERATION PROVIDE PROMISE

Larger chutes are under way for Bosnian aid airdrops. Feb. 14, 1994 p. 4
World is their drop zone. Apr. 11, 1994 p. 18

OPERATION RESTORE HOPE, 1992-1994

Cookie debate crumbling. Feb. 28, 1994 p. 20
Hit-and-run snipers plague GIs in Mogadishu. Mar. 7, 1994 p. 11
Somalia: Troops exit, chaos descends. Feb. 21, 1994 p. 8
OPERATION RESTORE HOPE, 1992-1994 (Continued)

The Oct. 3 firefight: Deeds of courage. Mar. 14, 1994 p. 4

OPERATION RESTORE HOPE, 1992-1994--LESSONS LEARNED


OPERATION RESTORE HOPE, 1992-1994--MARINE EXPEDITIONARY FORCE

Marines kill 8 in Jan. 31 firefight. Feb. 14, 1994 p. 4

OPERATION RESTORE HOPE, 1992-1994--MEDALS


OPERATION RESTORE HOPE, 1992-1994--MEDICAL EXAMINATIONS

Lag seen in Somali medical checks. Jul. 4, 1994 p. 11

OPERATION RESTORE HOPE, 1992-1994--RANGERS

Carry On. May 16, 1994 p. 16
Commanders: Armor could have saved lives. May 23, 1994 p. 18
Recognizing the heroes of Somalia. Apr. 11, 1994 p. 8

OPERATION RESTORE HOPE, 1992-1994--REDEPLOYMENT

Last troops leave Somalia, ending U.S. military role. Apr. 4, 1994 p. 2
Somalia exit is no rout. Mar. 14, 1994 p. 8
The stresses of coming home. Jan. 10, 1994 p. 10

OPERATION RESTORE HOPE, 1992-1994--RESERVE COMPONENTS

Guard trainers may stay in Somalia after Mar. 31. Feb. 21, 1994 p. 8
OPERATION RESTORE HOPE, 1992-1994--RESERVE COMPONENTS--REDEPLOYMENT

Guard return will meet Somalia pullout deadline. Feb. 28, 1994 p. 8

OPERATION RESTORE HOPE, 1992-1994--SPECIAL FORCES

Fort Campbell soldiers told Somalia service has written 'chapter in history of warfare'. Apr. 11, 1994 p. 8

OPERATION RESTORE HOPE, 1992-1994--TAX BENEFITS

Somalia service may earn tax break. Mar. 7, 1994 p. 3

OPERATION RESTORE HOPE, 1992-1994--UNITED NATIONS (UN)


OPERATION RETROGRADE EUROPE (RETOEUR)

Reservists retrieve Cold War surplus. Jul. 18, 1994 p. 27

OPERATION SUPPORT HOPE

Rwanda 'after action' looks to future crises. Nov. 7, 1994 p. 42
Troops take hope to Rwandan refugees. Aug. 22, 1994 p. 18
U.S. force stays put in Africa - for now. Aug. 29, 1994 p. 10

OPERATION SUPPORT HOPE--CIVILIAN PERSONNEL

Civilian firms fill in gaps on noncombat military efforts. Aug. 22, 1994 p. 18

OPERATION UPHOLD DEMOCRACY

Haiti deputies: More policing a must from troops. Oct. 10, 1994 p. 11
Haiti's bugs defy health cops. Oct. 17, 1994 p. 10
Haiti: The easy part is over. Oct. 31, 1994 p. 26
OPERATION UPHOLD DEMOCRACY (Continued)

Illness still rare among deployed troops. Oct. 24, 1994 p. 8
Locals harass Green Berets. Oct. 17, 1994 p. 8
Perry, Shali give troops a 'well done'. Oct. 17, 1994 p. 6
Troops find a city hungry for celebration. Oct. 10, 1994 p. 8
Troops in Haiti get free calls - if they can find an operator. Nov.7, 1994 p. 26
Visits home via video. Nov. 7, 1994 p. 26

OPERATION UPHOLD DEMOCRACY--CIVIL SERVICE


OPERATION UPHOLD DEMOCRACY--REDEPLOYMENT


OPERATION UPHOLD DEMOCRACY--WOMEN IN THE ARMED FORCES


OPERATIONS (G-3)--NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS

Planning the battle (Cover Story). May 9, 1994 p. 14

OPERATIONS OTHER THAN WAR (OOTW)

Clinton's vow: No more open-ended peace operations for the U.S. May 23, 1994 p. 26
Home is where the hurt is. Aug. 29, 1994 p. 4
How you train when 'there is no enemy' (Cover Story). Feb. 21, 1994 p. 12
OPERATIONS OTHER THAN WAR (OOTW) (Continued)

Money to fight, not much else. Mar. 28, 1994 p. 8

New limits on peacekeeping. Feb. 28, 1994 p. 8

Non-war tasks push military into billion-dollar juggling act. Aug. 29, 1994 p. 4

Shali: Americans are not sold on peacekeeping. Mar. 21, 1994 p. 4

Sr. NCOs reject idea of separate peacekeeping force. Nov. 28, 1994 p. 26

Washington at war over best way to make peace. Apr. 18, 1994 p. 26

OPERATIONS OTHER THAN WAR (OOTW)--APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES

Paying for peace. Mar. 28, 1994 p. 31

OPERATIONS OTHER THAN WAR (OOTW)--COSTS

Other agencies should share 'burden of peace'. Nov. 7, 1994 p. 21

Peace mission costs put units at idle. Oct. 10, 1994 p. 34

OPERATIONS OTHER THAN WAR (OOTW)--RULES AND REGULATIONS

Peace missions to get new limits. Feb. 21, 1994 p. 8

OPERATIONS TEMPO (OPTEMPO)

World tempo seen taking toll on troops. Aug. 8, 1994 p. 30

OPFOR SEE NATIONAL TRAINING CENTER (NTC), FORT IRWIN, CA--OPPOSING FORCE (OPFOR)

OPPOSING FORCE SEE NATIONAL TRAINING CENTER (NTC), FORT IRWIN, CA--OPPOSING FORCE (OPFOR)

OPTEMPO SEE OPERATIONS TEMPO
OTRA  SEE  PROMOTIONS--OFFICERS--OTHER THAN REGULAR ARMY (OTRA)

OVERSEAS HOUSING ALLOWANCE (OHA)--RENTAL DEPOSIT

Security deposits shielded from currency shifts.  May 23, 1994 p. 9

OVERSEAS TOURS

Ordering in:  Food for isolated duty areas.  Aug. 22, 1994 p. 6
Overseas moves:  Good and bad news.  Oct. 10, 1994 p. 23

OVERSEAS TOURS--MILITARY DEPENDENTS

There's no place like home.  May 23, 1994 p. 19

OWENS, WILLIAM A., 1940--

Owens nominated as vice chairman.  Jan. 3, 1994 p. 2

PANAMA--OPERATIONS OTHER THAN WAR (OOTW)

1,000 more troops deployed to Panama for post-riot duty.  Dec. 26, 1994 p. 8

PARKER, THEODORE W., 1909-1994


PARTNERSHIP FOR PEACE PROGRAMS

Taxpayers ponder NATO's importance.  Feb. 21, 1994 p. 10

PASGT  SEE  PERSONAL ARMOR SYSTEM FOR GROUND TROOPS (PASGT)

PASS OVER  SEE  PROMOTIONS--OFFICERS--PASS OVER

PATRIOT (MISSILE)

New interceptor to replace Patriot.  Feb. 28, 1994 p. 2
PATRIOT (MISSILE)--SOUTH KOREA

Patriots to South Korea. Feb. 7, 1994 p. 8

PAY, ALLOWANCES, ETC.

2.6 percent raise clears one more hurdle. Jun. 20, 1994 p. 10
Annual raise worth 2.69 percent. Jan. 24, 1994 p. 8
Chiefs: Pay troops now or pay later in readiness. May 2, 1994 p. 10
Clinton backs full pay raises. Dec. 12, 1994 p. 3
Corporal unpaid for six years. Dec. 5, 1994 p. 16
Expect a small raise in '95. Jan. 10, 1994 p. 4
Five-year plan turns pay gap into gorge. Feb. 28, 1994 p. 10
GOP votes propel effort for bigger pay raise. May 9, 1994 p. 3
Key GOP senators pledge better raises. Dec. 26, 1994 p. 6
Lawmakers demand study on military poverty. Aug. 8, 1994 p. 10
Military may buck pay raise cap in '96. Aug. 8, 1994 p. 10
Most troops see poor pay outlook. Nov. 7, 1994 p. 3
One day's wait pays off. Nov. 21, 1994 p. 30
Party politics may win military larger pay hike. Mar. 7, 1994 p. 3
Pay Blues (Cover Story). Jul. 11, 1994 p. 12
Pay review will steer system into next century. Oct. 3, 1994 p. 11
Pay sacrifice. Feb. 21, 1994 p. 18
Pay: Sacrifice now, equity later. Feb. 14, 1994 p. 8
Payroll flaws cost billions. May 2, 1994 p. 18
Perry pursues full pay raises. Aug. 22, 1994 p. 3
Ranks differ on who should get higher pay. Nov. 7, 1994 p. 3
PAY, ALLOWANCES, ETC.  (Continued)

Skimpy raises could hurt readiness.  Jul. 4, 1994 p. 19
Small pay raises seen as threat to a quality force.  Apr. 18, 1994 p. 7
Special pays face overhaul.  Sep. 12, 1994 p. 6
What you'll make in '95.  Oct. 3, 1994 p. 10

PAY, ALLOWANCES, ETC.  SEE ALSO  DEFENSE TRAVEL PAY SYSTEM

PAY, ALLOWANCES, ETC.--CIVIL SERVICE

Civilians edge military on raises.  Nov. 21, 1994 p. 10

PAY, ALLOWANCES, ETC.--DEPLOYMENT

Nonstop missions mean pay continues.  Sep. 5, 1994 p. 9

PAY, ALLOWANCES, ETC.--FRAUD  SEE  DEFENSE FINANCE AND ACCOUNTING
SERVICE--FRAUD

PAY, ALLOWANCES, ETC.--OVERPAYMENT


PAY, ALLOWANCES, ETC.--RESERVE COMPONENTS

House reconsiders eight-year duty rule for reserve retirement.  Feb. 28, 1994 p. 6
Reserve, Guard get 2.6% raise.  Oct. 10, 1994 p. 6

PAY, ALLOWANCES, ETC.--RESERVE COMPONENTS--RETIREMENT PAY

Easier route to a retirement paycheck?  Jun. 6, 1994 p. 18

PAY, ALLOWANCES, ETC.--TAXATION--PERSIAN GULF REGION

PAYROLL--ARMY SEE DEFENSE FINANCE AND ACCOUNTING SERVICE

PCB SEE POLYCHLORINATED BIPHENYLS (PCB)

PDA SEE PERSONAL DIGITAL ASSISTANT (PDA)

PEACEKEEPER 94 SEE EXERCISE PEACEKEEPER 94

PEACEKEEPING INSTITUTE, CARLISLE, PA

Rwanda 'after action' looks to future crises. Nov. 7, 1994 p. 42

PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS SEE OPERATIONS OTHER THAN WAR (OOTW)

PEARL HARBOR DAY SEE NATIONAL PEARL HARBOR REMEMBRANCE DAY

PEAY, JAMES H. BINFORD, 1940-


PENTAGON--BILLET--APPOINTMENTS AND ASSIGNMENTS

More stars in Pentagon's future? Aug. 29, 1994 p. 6

PENTAGON--FINANCIAL SYSTEM


PENTAGON--MEDICAL SCHOOL

Military's med school under death watch. Jul. 4, 1994 p. 18

Showdown brewing on Hill over military med school. Mar. 28, 1994 p. 17

Students like being a special breed. Jul. 4, 1994 p. 18

PER DIEM, TRAVEL AND TRANSPORTATION ALLOWANCE COMMITTEE--RULES AND
REGULATIONS
PER DIEM, TRAVEL AND TRANSPORTATION ALLOWANCE COMMITTEE--RULES AND REGULATIONS (Continued)

Ordering in: Food for isolated duty areas. Aug. 22, 1994 p. 6

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS

Promotion system open to cheating. Apr. 25, 1994 p. 31

PERMS SEE Personnel Electronic Record Management System (PERMS)

PERRY, WILLIAM JAMES, 1927-

Breaking the mold. Apr. 18, 1994 p. 10


Perry enters with readiness vow. Feb. 14, 1994 p. 8

Perry likes numbers - and people, too. Feb. 7, 1994 p. 10

Promises to keep: Perry on the issues. Feb. 14, 1994 p. 8

PERSHING HALL, PARIS, FRANCE

Pershing Hall revival. Aug. 8, 1994 p. 28

PERSIAN GULF MALADY SEE GULF WAR SYNDROME

PERSIAN GULF SYNDROME SEE GULF WAR SYNDROME

PERSIAN GULF VETERANS HOTLINE

Hot line offers hope to sick Gulf veterans. Jul. 18, 1994 p. 18

PERSONAL ARMOR SYSTEM FOR GROUND TROOPS (PASGT)

Did body armor repel RPG hit? Mar. 7, 1994 p. 30

PERSONAL DIGITAL ASSISTANT (PDA)

Handheld technology. Feb. 14, 1994 p. 32

PERSONNEL ELECTRONIC RECORD MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (PERMS)
PERSONNEL ELECTRONIC RECORD MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (PERMS) (Continued)

Personnel hub tries paperless records. Dec. 5, 1994 p. 27

PERSONNEL OMNIBUS BILL

Wanted: Automatic $200,000 insurance plan. Oct. 17, 1994 p. 3

PERSONNEL RECORDS

Personnel hub tries paperless records. Dec. 5, 1994 p. 27

PERSONNEL RECORDS--ACTIVE GUARD AND RESERVE (AGR)

Mobile personnel unit saves you trips to St. Louis. Oct. 31, 1994 p. 24

PHARMACIES, MILITARY

Mail-order medicine may come to military in isolated locations. May 9, 1994 p. 27
Pharmacy guidelines issued. Jan. 10, 1994 p. 18

PHILADELPHIA NAVAL SHIPYARD--DEACTIVATION

Shipyard ruling endorses base-closing process. Jun. 6, 1994 p. 11

PHYSICAL FITNESS TEST

Fitness test could get new standard. Jul. 11, 1994 p. 3

PHYSICAL TRAINING--RESERVE COMPONENTS


PLDC SEE PRIMARY LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT COURSE (PLDC)

POLYCHLORINATED BIPHENYLS (PCB)--MILITARY BASES


POSTAL SERVICE--HAITI
POSTAL SERVICE--HAITI (Continued)

Mail delivery to quicken. Oct. 10, 1994 p. 27

POSTAL SERVICE--PANAMA

Troops: Panama mail on slow boat. Jul. 18, 1994 p. 25

POTENTIAL CONFLICT SEE FUTURE THREAT

PRECISION-RAPID COUNTER-MULTIPLE ROCKET LAUNCHER

Pentagon rushes to counter N. Korean rockets. May 30, 1994 p. 31

PREPO SEE PREPOSITIONED AFLOAT WAR RESERVES (PREPO)

PREPOSITIONED AFLOAT WAR RESERVES (PREPO)--HANDBOOKS AND MANUALS

These books are made for fighting. Mar. 7, 1994 p. 22

PREPOSITIONED EQUIPMENT SEE SEALIFT

PREPOSITIONING SHIPS

Roll-on/roll-off craft roll out by year's end. Oct. 24, 1994 p. 38

PREPOSITIONING SHIPS--CHARLESTON, SC

Last prepositioned ship loaded. May 23, 1994 p. 2

PREPOSITIONING SHIPS--KUWAIT


PRESIDIO MUSEUM, SAN FRANCISCO, CA


PRIMARY LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT COURSE (PLDC)--COLLEGE CREDIT

Troops gain college credit for Army classes. Jul. 18, 1994 p. 6

PRIMUS PLUS (HEALTH CARE SYSTEM)
PRIMUS PLUS (HEALTH CARE SYSTEM) (Continued)

PRIMUS Plus brings doctors to patients. Sep. 5, 1994 p. 16
PRIMUS Plus clinics get mixed reviews. Dec. 19, 1994 p. 26

PRISONS AND PRISONERS SEE ALSO FORT DEVENS, MA

PROCUREMENT

Red tape stifles procurements. Mar. 14, 1994 p. 31

PROCUREMENT--APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES

Perry tries to trim arms shopping list. Feb. 28, 1994 p. 24

PROCUREMENT--FRAUD


PROMOTION BOARDS--EQUAL OPPORTUNITY

EO problems snag captains list. Apr. 4, 1994 p. 6

PROMOTION BOARDS--LAW AND LEGISLATION

Court widens appeal window. Dec. 5, 1994 p. 6

PROMOTION LOCK-IN RULE SEE VOLUNTARY EARLY RETIREMENT PROGRAM--OFFICERS--PROMOTION LOCK-IN RULE

PROMOTION POINTS SEE PROMOTIONS--NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS--PROMOTION POINTS

PROMOTIONS

The waiting game (Special Report). Jun. 6, 1994 p. 8

PROMOTIONS--ENLISTED PERSONNEL--FORECASTING
PROMOTIONS--ENLISTED PERSONNEL--FORECASTING (Continued)


PROMOTIONS--NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS

1993 SFC list exhausted. Jan. 24, 1994 p. 4

Drawing down to a close (Cover Story). Dec. 19, 1994 p. 10

NCO promotions will continue to 'aim high' in '94. Feb. 28, 1994 p. 6A

PROMOTIONS--NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS--CONDITIONAL PROMOTION

Kidd: Waiver to linger. Feb. 7, 1994 p. 4

PROMOTIONS--NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS--PROMOTION POINTS

New promotion points, cutoffs. Jun. 20, 1994 p. 8

PROMOTIONS--OFFICERS

Commissioned, warrant lists await release. Sep. 19, 1994 p. 10

Promotions get more scrutiny. Nov. 7, 1994 p. 10

PROMOTIONS--OFFICERS--MAJOR GENERALS

The 29 new major generals. Jul. 4, 1994 p. 4

PROMOTIONS--OFFICERS--OTHER THAN REGULAR ARMY (OTRA)

Extensions offer chance to lieutenants for promotion to captain. Oct. 24, 1994 p. 6

PROMOTIONS--OFFICERS--PASS OVER

Passed-over majors checked out by board. May 30, 1994 p. 4

PROMOTIONS--OFFICERS--RESERVE COMPONENTS


Promoting the 'best'. Jun. 6, 1994 p. 18
PROMOTIONS--OFFICERS--SELECTIVE CONTINUATION POLICY
Selective continuation rules for majors change (Special Report).
Jul. 25, 1994 p. 14

PROMOTIONS--WARRANT OFFICERS
May board for senior warrants. Feb. 28, 1994 p. 6B

PROVIDE PROMISE SEE OPERATION PROVIDE PROMISE

PSYCHOLOGICAL OPERATIONS (PSYOP)
Psyching out the enemy (Cover Story). Feb. 28, 1994 p. 12

PSYOP SEE PSYCHOLOGICAL OPERATIONS (PSYOP)

PUBLIC AND COMMUNITY SERVICE PROGRAM
Extra pay for retirees who work in community. Mar. 21, 1994 p. 7

QUALITY OF LIFE SEE ARMED FORCES--QUALITY OF LIFE

QUALITY OF LIFE--ENLISTED PERSONNEL SEE ARMY--QUALITY OF LIFE

QUALITY OF LIFE--GERMANY SEE ARMY--GERMANY--QUALITY OF LIFE

RACE DISCRIMINATION
Complaint rules get overhaul. Mar. 28, 1994 p. 20
For minorities, early racial slights can sour their feelings for a career. May 2, 1994 p. 6
New panel will review race, sex problems. May 9, 1994 p. 9
Stop discrimination from occurring. May 30, 1994 p. 2
RACE DISCRIMINATION--GERMANY

Race incidents target senior NCO. Mar. 21, 1994 p. 2

RACE DISCRIMINATION--MINORITIES

New push on equal rights. Mar. 28, 1994 p. 20

RADIATION EXPERIMENTS

Cold war secrecy linked to unethical tests on troops. Jun. 6, 1994 p. 23


RADIATION EXPERIMENTS--COMPENSATION

Radiation money pledged. Feb. 7, 1994 p. 21

RADIATION EXPERIMENTS--HEALTH CARE

Vets of nuclear tests can get care. Aug. 22, 1994 p. 19

RADIATION--PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECT


Atomic vet doctors: "We did no wrong". Mar. 7, 1994 p. 29

Radiation money pledged. Feb. 7, 1994 p. 21

Search is on for radiation victims. Jan. 17, 1994 p. 6


RADUUM TREATMENTS--PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECT

World War II radium treatments questioned. Sep. 12, 1994 p. 21

RAH-66 (HELICOPTER)

ATACMS, Comanche star in exercise (Special Report). Nov. 28, 1994 p. 22

Comanche cuts test procurement reform. May 9, 1994 p. 30

RAH-66 (HELICOPTER) (Continued)
Comanche seen losing battle for dwindling bucks. Sep. 19, 1994 p. 4
Comanche to lose military, civilian bosses. Aug. 1, 1994 p. 3
Comanche, AFAS systems advance. Jul. 18, 1994 p. 2
Cuts leave Comanche program on back burner. Dec. 19, 1994 p. 3
Dwindling cash pits Comanche, AFAS. Oct. 24, 1994 p. 33
Navy seeks Army copters for combat punch. May 16, 1994 p. 36
Panel hits Army on aviation programs. Aug. 8, 1994 p. 11

RANGER BODY ARMOR
Did body armor repel RPG hit? Mar. 7, 1994 p. 30

RANGER SCHOOL, FORT BENNING, GA
Fewer to attend Ranger School. Apr. 4, 1994 p. 4
Ranger cuts (Cover Story). Dec. 5, 1994 p. 12

RANGERS--TRAINING
Budget threatens Ranger training. Feb. 21, 1994 p. 3
Desert training's future unsure. Apr. 4, 1994 p. 4
Fewer to attend Ranger School. Apr. 4, 1994 p. 4
Ranger cuts (Cover Story). Dec. 5, 1994 p. 12

RAYE, MARTHA, 1916-1994
Martha Raye, 78, wartime entertainer (Obituary). Nov. 7, 1994 p. 49

RBECs SEE REVISED BATTLEFIELD ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS ELECTRONICS
OPERATION INSTRUCTION SYSTEM (RBECs)

READINESS SEE COMBAT READINESS

RECRUITERS
RECRUITERS  *(Continued)*
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